Microsoft launches new open-source project to bring Linux tool eBPF to Windows [2] [Ed: Microsoft loves Linux... when it helps sell Windows or bring code to Windows]

Microsoft has launched a new project which has the aim of bringing Linux kernel tool eBPF (Extended Berkeley Packet Filter) to Windows.

The company insists that the move to get the technology working in Windows does not represent creating a fork of eBPF. Instead, it will use existing projects, including the IOVisor uBPF project and the PREVAIL verifier, to run eBPF programs and APIs on top of its own operating systems -- specifically Windows 10 and Windows Server 2016 or above.
eBPF has been one of the greatest Linux kernel innovations of the past decade and now Microsoft has decided to bring this "revolutionary technology" to Windows Server and Windows 10.

- **Open Source API Gateway KrakenD Becomes Linux Foundation Project** [4] [Ed: Overt openwashing (mis)using the name "Linux"]

  The Linux Foundation, the nonprofit organization enabling mass innovation through open source, today announced it is hosting the Lura Project, formerly the KrakenD open source project. Lura is a framework for building Application Programming Interfaces (API) Gateways that goes beyond simple reverse proxy, functioning as an aggregator for many microservices and is a declarative tool for creating endpoints.

- **Open source API gateway KrakenD lands at the Linux Foundation** [5]

  KrakenD will continue to exist as it is today, but it?s now donating its core framework/library to the Linux Foundation ? what will be known as the Lura Project. Its core mission is to offer an ?extendable, simple, and stateless high-performance API gateway framework,? either for on-premises or cloud deployments, according to Lombarte.

- **What's up with? OneWeb, NGMN + Linux Foundation, Delta Fiber** [6]

  The Linux Foundation and the Next Generation Mobile Network Alliance (NGMN) are teaming up to collaborate on efforts related to 5G and beyond. NGMN says its new strategy, which places a particular focus on Mastering the Route to Disaggregation, Sustainability and Green Future Networks, as well as on 6G and the continuous support of 5G?s full implementation, is complementary to the efforts of the Linux Foundation?s LF Networking and LF Edge umbrella projects, as well as others like LF Energy operating within the telecom, IoT, and networking spaces. The duo note in this announcement that particular areas of collaboration will likely include sustainability, network automation and network autonomy based on Artificial Intelligence, security, edge cloud, virtualization, disaggregation, cloud native, and service-based architecture? and more. So, quite a lot to talk about then!

- **Linux to work with NGMN on priorities for 5G and 6G mobile** [7] [Ed: Very gross abuse of the term "End to End" and brand "Linux" [8]. Linux Foundation is, at this point, killing "Linux" as a brand by overusing it and rendering it rather meaningless.]
The Next Generation Mobile Network Alliance (NGMN), which represents operators and vendors, has signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with the Linux Foundation for formal collaboration regarding end-to-end 5G and beyond.

Anita Döhler (pictured), CEO of the NGMN Alliance, said: “open source is gaining increasing relevance for the strategic topics of our work programmes such as mastering the route to disaggregation, green future networks and 6G. We are delighted to partner with the Linux Foundation to jointly drive our mission for the benefit of the global ecosystem.”
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